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Love the feeling of your back being squizzed to the seat and eager to know Times? We will feed
your curiosity in this subject. Learn more about the 's top speed acceleration from MPH. You
may compare time evolution across all the trims and years. Also, consider BMW quarter mile
performance specs. Comparing cars is a real fun. Since time has been considered the golden
standard of cars' performance, let's put face to face with the rivals by analyzing 0 to 60 mph, 60
to 80 mph and a quarter mile acceleration data. We've created a convenient proprietary time
calculations that we base on the most accurate sources, including the manufacturer's manuals.
While the data are estimates, they'll help you to make the right comparisons. You can now
conveniently check out detailed, exact statistics on times across as many models and years as
you want. Although you may never ever reach the official times, it's at least the perfect indicator
of the engine's power. For your own convenience, we've also provided accurate video reviews
from the dashboards. And furthermore, we listen to the sound of your vehicle's engine and
determine the noise of the exhaust pipe. Do you want to earn a few bragging rights? It's simple.
Simply test your BMW accelerations time, of course, in a hands-free as well as fully automated
way. What's more, post the time to your leaderboard. The leaderboard will feature accuracy to
the millisecond and display your position in comparison to other users in real time. Also, it'll
save for you lots of acceleration times from various models. CarAndDriver Test Results. BMW
times. BMW specs times tire size wheel size. Since its introduction in , the BMW 3-Series has
attained benchmark status for a whole class of luxury compact performance vehicles. This year
it won its 17th straight 10Best trophy from Car and Driver magazine. While other car
manufacturers have attempted to combine smooth high performance, supple handling, and
comfortable interiors, only BMW seems to have consistently found the right combination. The
3-Series for incorporates the cleaner lines and more powerful engines that evolved from BMW's
redesign. The 3-Series is composed of four body styles, two engines, two transmissions, and a
choice of rear- or all-wheel drive. The body styles are sedan, coupe, hardtop convertible, and
wagon. The i trim level offers all of these body styles in a rear-wheel-drive configuration, while
the xi offers the coupe, sedan, and wagon in all-wheel drive. The more-powerful is available as a
rear-wheel-drive coupe and sedan, while the xi is the all-wheel-drive version of the coupe and
sedan. As with any high-performance automobile, the engine defines its essence. And BMW
engines express the artistry at the heart of these vehicles. The heart of the i and xi trim lines is a
3. Along with this, BMW has incorporated its Valvetronic variable valve lift technology in a
six-cylinder engine for the first time. With a six-speed manual transmission, BMW claims a jump
in 6. Seemingly never satisfied with its engineering achievements, BMW showcases even more
impressive performance with the i and xi trims. Working with the same 3. BMW conservatively
gives a time of 5. Both the and the come standard with a six-speed manual transmission or an
optional six-speed Steptronic automatic, which includes normal, sport, and manual shift modes.
The models offer optional steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters, which cut the transmission's
response time in half. With impressive acceleration comes the handling that established the
factual basis of BMW's "ultimate driving machine" slogan. Edmunds says the 3-Series "slices
cleanly through corners like a Ginsu knife and sticks like Super Glue. They further cite the
engineering triumph BMW achieved in providing more trunk space by using space-saving but
harsher run-flat tires and still allowing the car to remain comfortable over broken road surfaces.
Equipped with large disc brakes, BMW 3-Series are uniquely fitted with a BMW innovation that
automatically wipes brakes dry when windshield wipers are in use and sets the brake pads
closer to the rotors when the driver abruptly lifts his foot off the accelerator, thus anticipating
an emergency move to the brakes. The BMW 3-Series includes as standard safety equipment
antilock disc brakes, dynamic brake control, stability control, run-flat tires, front-seat side
airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. Adaptive Brake Lights are also included - they glow
brighter as brake pedal force increases. Of course, the convertible lacks side curtains, but its
regular front side airbags extend up to head level, and pop-up rollover hoops are also included.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration awarded the 3-Series four out of five stars
for both driver and front-passenger frontal collision protection. It also won five out of five stars
for protecting all passengers in side impact collisions. Further, the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety gave the 3-Series the highest possible rating in both frontal offset and side
impact tests. Reviewers were also unanimous in their praise for the high-quality materials,
exceptional build quality, and modern design of the 3-Series cabin. An Edmunds reviewer sums
it up best when he writes that BMW interiors "provide a restrained show of luxury. Naturally,
one would expect that the "ultimate driving machine" would have all the proper adjustments for
perfect seating, and it does. Besides the standard tilting and telescoping steering wheel in all
3-Series cars, the i and the xi trim lines have standard eight-way power seats. However, two
areas of the interior did receive criticism. While BMW claims the rear seats are suitable for three
adults, reviewers felt they were more suitable for two adults, and even then they complained of

a lack of legroom. Reviewers also have a running animosity toward BMW's optional electronic
device-management system, better known as the iDrive. Buyers should familiarize themselves
with this system before making a decision to purchase the optional navigation system, which
works via the iDrive. But despite this flaw, the BMW 3-Series remains the benchmark in its
category of upscale, midsize performance cars. Xpected I love this particular year for this
vehicle. Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. How do I
activate my BMW 3 series i sedan alarm system. My mom bought a family car. Now that I have
the car I would like to use premium and not regular. Is it worth buying and and how much longer
would it last? I fell asleep with ignition on in my BMW i series then I figured since I killed my
battery since my bad my car wasn't starting but I hate that I needed a new battery so I went and
bought a new b Average user score. Based on reviews. Updated Feb 7, by Anonymous. What's
your take on the BMW 3 Series? Report Xpected I love this particular year for this vehicle.
Report adroitdsl Top-notch handling, fun to drive, and responsibly indulgent. Have you driven a
BMW 3 Series? Rank This Car. Cars compared to BMW 3 Series. Have questions? Ask a
question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. BMW 3 Series Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year We were much
impressed by our first encounters with BMW's 3. But the performance of this versatile power
module is even more impressive hitched to a bigger buggy, such as the all-wheel-drive version
of the BMW 5-series sedan. The xi's numbers may not seem quite as newsworthy-until you
consider its mass: pounds, more pounds than the coupe in our November '06 test and about
more pounds than the rear-drive i, per BMW. The xi was further handicapped, albeit only
slightly, by the six-speed Steptronic automatic. No surprise that the coupe was quicker: 0 to 60
in 4. The xi got to 60 in 5. But consider how the xi stacks up against the i with its hp, 4. The xi is
only 0. The xi is helped by a shorter final drive, but the real key is torque that ramps up early
and stays ramped up for a long time. If you're not in a big hurry, it's fast enough and saves
some seven grand nine for the rear-drive i versus the i. Modestly refreshed for , the latest
5-series Bimmers get some optional techno-tweaks. The most intriguing is a video-based
lane-departure warning system that vibrates the steering wheel when its brain decides you've
deviated from your intended path without meaning to. This has value on long freeway grinds,
but it's annoying when you're clipping apexes on a favorite stretch of back road. Fortunately, it
can be switched off. BMW has enhanced its adaptive cruise control to include stop-and-go
traffic-we wish the programmers would add an adaptive off feature-and the iDrive control
collective is a bit more user-friendly, but tortuous logic still abounds. Nevertheless, despite the
gizmology overlay, these sedans continue to deliver a level of competence, comfort, and
response that sets the pace in their class. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best
Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests. Fully
deserving of its popularity, the BMW 3 Series sets the standard for overall driving enjoyment,
luxury and refinement in four different luxury segments. Only its high price will give you pause.
To date, a scant few have been able to accomplish the latter. And even when that happens, this
Bavarian classic has consistently retaken its crown. Last year saw the addition of a very potent
twin-turbo engine and the arrival of fully up-to-date coupe and convertible models. The BMW 3
Series carries over mostly unchanged and despite fierce competition, retains its benchmark
status. If you're in the market for an entry-level luxury car, chances are there's a 3 Series to
consider. There are four body styles, two engines, two transmissions and a choice of rear- or
all-wheel drive. Regardless of configuration, this BMW lives up to its "ultimate driving machine"
tag line with an unparalleled mix of driving ease and proficiency. Even the convertible model
manages to retain much of the 3's handling pedigree, despite its added weight and loss of
structural rigidity. In several comparison tests Edmunds. We placed the Infiniti G35 Sport above
the i sedan in one test, but that was due to the substantial price premium commanded by the
Bimmer. Even when discussing driving enjoyment, most deliver at a level that many consumers
will find extremely rewarding and downright fun. Still, the BMW 3 Series remains the
benchmark. As always, it provides a tremendous mix of handling, ride quality, performance,
luxury and styling. Heck, it's even pretty fuel efficient. For an entry-level luxury car, this is our
top choice. A compact entry-level luxury car, the BMW 3 Series is available in sedan, coupe,
hardtop convertible and wagon body styles. All come in a rear-wheel-drive i trim level, while the
coupe, sedan and wagon also come in all-wheel-drive xi trim. In addition, the convertible, coupe
and sedan are available as the rear-drive i, and the sedan and coupe are available as the
all-wheel-drive xi. Standard equipment on the models includes inch alloy wheels, heated side

mirrors, a sunroof, leatherette upholstery, real walnut wood trim, automatic climate control and
a speaker CD stereo with an auxiliary audio jack. Coupe and convertible versions of the come
with slightly more equipment. The coupe also has a sport-tuned suspension while the
convertible has a power-retractable hardtop. In addition to its more powerful engine, the model
has power front seats and a premium Harman Kardon Logic 7 sound system. Most 3 Series cars
you encounter on dealer lots will be equipped with the Premium Package, and many will have
both the Premium and Sport Packages. The Premium Package provides leather upholstery
heat-reflective in the convertible , a full set of auto-dimming mirrors, Bluetooth, BMW Assist
telematics, and on models, power seats. The Sport Package specifies a firmer suspension on
convertibles, sedans and wagons, along with larger wheels, performance tires, sport seats and
a higher top-speed limiter. Stand-alone extras include an iDrive-based navigation system with
real-time traffic updates, active steering, adaptive cruise control, keyless startup known as
Comfort Access , heated front seats and satellite radio. Paddle shifters can be added to models
equipped with the automatic transmission and the Sport Package. You can also replace the
standard walnut interior accents with either light poplar or aluminum trim at no additional cost.
The BMW i and xi are powered by a 3. The i and xi are powered by a heavily modified,
twin-turbocharged version of the same 3. A six-speed manual is the standard gearbox and a
six-speed automatic is optional. In performance testing, the turbocharged 3 Series sedan and
coupe raced up to 60 mph in fewer than 5 seconds -- about the same as the last M3. The heavier
xi and convertible i are a tad slower. Expect the i to be in the midsecond range, which is hardly
pokey. Despite its potent power plants, the 3 Series remains fuel efficient. The gets about mpg
in the city and mpg on the highway, depending on the body style, transmission and drivetrain.
Standard safety equipment on the BMW 3 Series includes antilock disc brakes, dynamic brake
control, stability control, run-flat tires, front-seat side airbags and full-length side curtain
airbags. The convertible lacks the side curtains, but the regular front side airbags extend up to
head level and there are also pop-up rollover hoops. The stability control system integrates
several features designed to improve braking performance, such as periodically wiping the
brake rotors when the windshield wipers are in use wet brakes don't stop so well and snugging
the pads to the rotors when the driver abruptly lifts off the throttle, which quickens brake
responsiveness. In government crash tests, the sedan and wagon received four out of five stars
for frontal collision protection and five stars for side protection. In Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety frontal-offset crash testing, both the sedan and convertible received the highest
rating of "Good. There's no going wrong with either of the engines available in the BMW 3
Series. The standard, normally aspirated engine is a little light on low-end torque, but it moves
the car around smartly and provides slightly better mileage. Meanwhile, the twin-turbo engine
provides the kind of acceleration formerly associated with the high-performance M3. No matter
which model you choose, the 3 Series' world-class suspension, steering and brakes will provide
hours of entertainment on twisty two-lane highways. Beyond simply feeling rock-solid when
hustled around turns, this car communicates with the driver in a manner that inspires
confidence no matter what kind of driving you're doing. At the same time, the 3 Series is an
ideal long-distance cruiser, delivering both a comfortably controlled ride and a quiet cabin
environment. The 3 Series interiors provide a restrained show of luxury. Though a tad plain, the
emphasis, through items such as supportive seats and clean analog gauges, is on driver
comfort and involvement. Materials are high in quality and build quality is exceptional; indeed,
even the standard leatherette vinyl upholstery looks and feels better than one would expect. The
convertible's available industry-first heat-reflective leather does a wonderful job of keeping
occupants' posteriors cool. We'd steer clear of the optional navigation system, though, as its
accompanying iDrive interface is very unintuitive. The front seats have enough firm support to
ward off fatigue during a day's worth of driving, while the rear seats are adequately roomy for
adults on shorter trips and plenty accommodating for children. Trunk space is average in
sedans and coupes, while the wagon offers a maximum cargo capacity of 61 cubic feet. The
convertible offers a reasonable cargo hold when the hardtop is up, but it shrinks considerably
when the top is lowered. It's hard to make a name for yourself when your big brother's always
the center of attention. Just ask the BMW i sedan, which seems doomed to toil in relative
obscurity while its steroidal i sibling gets all the press. That's a shame, because the i is an
unequivocal pleasure to drive. Rather than dismissing the i as BMW's entry-level sport sedan,
it's best to think of it as a i with less motor. These Bavarian brothers are essentially the same
everywhere except under the hood. Is the i good enough to make you forget about the i's extra
70 horsepower and pound-feet of torque? Not a chance. But it's still a world-class sport sedan
in its own right, and its buttery-smooth hp inline six-cylinder engine provides enough power for
all but the most demanding drivers. What really set our i tester apart was its optional sport
package, which provided a magical mixture of handling and compliance. We were treated to the

best of both worlds, with a ride that was never harsh, and cornering capabilities that were
downright exhilarating. You'd never guess that our i had the sport package from its supple
composure over bumps and ruts, yet it carves through the canyons at a pace that would put
some purpose-built sports cars to shame. Few vehicles at any price can match the all-around
excellence of this sport-tuned chassis. Of course, the i's worth can't be measured by its
performance alone. Sport-sedan shoppers want athletic driving dynamics in a practical package
â€” and on the latter count the i comes up a little short. This is literally true of the backseat,
where headroom and legroom are tight for even moderately tall passengers. The functionality of
the stereo and climate controls also leaves something to be desired, and while interior materials
are generally top-notch, storage nooks for cell phones and such are few and far between. If you
love to drive, though, the sport package-equipped i has no equal in this segment. The only
question is whether it's worth ponying up the extra cash for a i. Available styles include i 4dr
Sedan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used BMW 3 Series. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Costs more than most competitors, not much interior storage space, navigation system
brings with it exasperating iDrive, plain-Jane interior design. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Having introduced two
all-new body styles last year, the 3 Series undergoes few changes for Most notable is the
addition of the xi coupe, which adds all-wheel drive to the turbocharged 3 Series two-door.
Sedans and wagons equipped with the six-speed automatic and Sport Package can now be
upgraded with steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters. The convertible carries over
unchanged. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. This car was great! When I first bought it
I loved it. It had 72k miles on it. I bought it from an Audi dealer someone had traded it in. In less
than 6 months I needed new brakes all around. The driver side headlight had also gone out.
Around 3 months after that, the passenger side headlight went out. I purchased the car in April
and by August at around 84k miles, I had to get a new transmission which thankfully was
covered under an aftermarket warranty. So within not even a year and a half, and about 12k
miles, the following repairs needed to be done: new transmission, all around brake pads, driver
and passenger side headlights, brake fluid flush, oil leak, power steering fluid leak, and some
kind of fuel sensor or something that I don't know what in the world the dealer was talking
about. Read less. I love my xi coupe. I have owned 3 series sedan, coupe, and convertible. Tis is
the best car for me. It is so versatile. Drives well in the snow, totes a good amount of cargo
when then seats are folded down, has tons of safety features, and overall I can drive in all
weather conditions. And it is a quintessential BMW. It handles sublime, is very fast and quick,
comfortable ride, excellent stereo, and looks great. I highly recommend this car. Driver's and
Mechanic's dream. Love the car but the maintenance costs are beginning to concern me.
Maintenance thus far: Via recall: fuel pump, Under CPO: Both rear bearings, front transfer case,
front bearing, all O2 sensors, idler pulley, main harness from battery to engine compartment.
Original 8yr old battery showing signs of death. Value cover gasket leak. Dealer wants Another
self install of 4hrs and 40bucks Still runs fantastic. Inner window door seal felt glue smearing
my ceramic window tint so replaced the seals. Cabin blower motor suddenly not working so
pulled module connection and reset Oil pan Gasket leaking Turbos still performing well. Love it
more everyday I bought this car in October with 2 miles on it. I have had it to the shop 1 time for
a stero fuse that went back and was replaced under the warrant. Nitrogen makes the difference
in tires, trust me. The car now has miles and it still runs great. The only notable annoyance it
that the timing clicks and has clicked since about miles but it is of no harm to the engine. Great
car. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover
Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 5 average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 3 Series. Sign Up.
Reviews Pictures Features Specs 3 trims already selected. Major Features All Features. Hide
Details Show Details. Body Style Sedan. Engine 3. Seating 5. Drivetrain RWD. The BMW 3 Series
has long ruled the luxury sports sedan class with its near unbeatable blend of smooth,

high-performance power, supple handling, and comfortable interiors. The i Seda Read More.
The i Sedan for incorporates the cleaner lines and more powerful engines that evolved from
BMW's redesign. BMW engines express the performance artistry at the heart of these vehicles.
The rear-wheel-drive i features a 3. The standard six-speed manual transmission traverses the
jump in 6. The optional six-speed Steptronic automatic, which includes normal, sport, and
manual shift modes, makes the jump in 6. With this powerful acceleration comes the handling
that established BMW's "ultimate driving machine" slogan. Reviewers consistently cite the
sense of confidence the i gives drivers in every conceivable road situation and condition as
testimony to its handling prowess. Specifically, minimal body lean and "on rails" cornering,
along with the industry standard for steering wheel feedback, all inspire driver confidence. The
3 Series won the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety's highest possible rating in both frontal
offset and side impact tests. The i includes as standard safety equipment antilock disc brakes,
dynamic brake control, stability control which incorporates disc-pad wiping of brake rotors
when windshield wipers are in use , run-flat tires, front-seat side airbags, and full-length side
curtain airbags. The main sedan interior criticisms stem from the lack of space both in the front
and especially in the back seat, which suits two rather than three bench-seat passengers. Yet
"Bimmer" fans will tell you that it's the 3 Series' compact size that's the key to its handling
prowess. Reviewers are unanimously negative regarding BMW's iDrive electronic control
system, and they consider the fact that the system is optional on the 3 Series a plus - you aren't
forced to endure it. Features Options Specs 3 trims already selected. No additional major
features. Body Style Wagon. The BMW 3 Series has long ruled the luxury sports sedan class
with its nearly unbeatable blend of smooth, high-performance power, supple handling, and
comfortable interiors. The i Wa The i Wagon applies these characteristics to a wagon body
style. BMW engines express the performance artistry at the heart of the 3 Series. The optional
six-speed Steptronic automatic, which includes normal, sport, and manual shift modes, makes
the jump in 7. Reviewers consistently cite the sense of "sports car" and not "wagon" that the i
Wagon provides. Reviewers write about the sense of confidence the i gives drivers in every
conceivable road situation and condition as testimony to its handling prowess. In federal
government crash tests, the Wagon earned four out of five stars for both driver and front
passenger protection in front impact crashes. In side impact crashes, it rated five out of five
stars for both front seat and back seat occupant protection. The i includes as standard safety
equipment antilock disc brakes, dynamic brake control, stability control which incorporates
disc-pad wiping of brake rotors when windshield wipers are in use , run-flat tires, a tire pressure
monitor, front-seat side airbags, and front and rear head protection system. Maximum cargo
space is a barely adequate If you don't have a full family load to haul and enjoy spirited driving,
then the i Wagon is still the "ultimate driving wagon. Reviews 3. Drivetrain AWD. The xi S The xi
Sedan for incorporates the styling and performance that evolved from BMW's redesign along
with the latest generation xDrive system. The all-wheel-drive xi features a 3. With its powerful
acceleration comes the handling that established BMW's "ultimate driving machine" slogan.
The xi combines traditional 3 Series handling prowess with the latest generation all-wheel drive.
It is integrated with the Dynamic Stability-Control system, which adjusts lateral traction to
counter excessive oversteer or understeer. The xi includes as standard safety equipment
antilock disc brakes, dynamic brake control, stability control which incorporates disc-pad
wiping of brake rotors when windshield wipers are in use , run-flat tires, front-seat side airbags,
and full-length side curtain airbags. Reviewers are so unanimously negative regarding BMW's
iDrive electronic control system they consider the fact that the system is optional on the
3-Series a plus - you aren't forced to endure it. For its class, the xi Sedan is still the "ultimate
driving machine," come fair or foul weather. Reviews 9. Body Style Coupe. Seating 4. The BMW
3 Series has long ruled the luxury sports class with its nearly unbeatable blend of smooth,
high-performance power, supple handling, and comfortable interiors. The i Coupe fo The i
Coupe for incorporates the cleaner lines and more powerful engines that evolved from BMW's
redesign. The rear-wheel-drive i Coupe features a 3. The optional six-speed Steptronic
automatic includes normal, sport, and manual shift modes and makes the jump in 6. With the 3
Series' robust acceleration comes the handling that established BMW's "ultimate driving
machine" slogan. Reviewers consistently cite the sense of confidence the i Coupe gives drivers
in every conceivable road situation and condition as testimony to its handling prowess.
Specifically, minimal body lean and "on rails" cornering along with the industry standard for
steering wheel feedback all inspire driver confidence. The i Coupe includes as standard safety
equipment antilock disc brakes, dynamic brake control, stability control which incorporates
disc-pad wiping of brake rotors when windshield wipers are in use , run-flat tires, front-seat side
airbags, and full-length side curtain airbags. The i Coupe is designed for four passengers, with
two rear seats divided by a center console. The front seats continue the BMW tradition of

providing excellent support and comfort. The optional Sport Package provides power adjustable
sports seats. However, reviewers are so unanimously negative regarding BMW's iDrive
electronic control system that they consider the fact that the system is optional on the 3 Series
a plus - you aren't forced to endure it. Reviews 1. The xi Sports Wagon marries these
characteristics to a wagon body style and adds the latest generation of BMW's xDrive system.
The standard six-speed manual transmission traverses the jump in 7. Reviewers consistently
cite the sense of "sports car" and not "wagon" that the xi Wagon provides. In side impact
crashes, it earned five out of five stars for both front seat and back seat occupant protection.
The xi includes as standard safety equipment antilock disc brakes, dynamic brake control,
stability control which incorporates disc-pad wiping of brake rotors when windshield wipers are
in use , run-flat tires, a tire pressure monitor, front-seat side airbags, and a front and rear head
protection system. For its class, the xi Sports Wagon is still the "ultimate driving machine,"
come fair or foul weather. The xi Coupe f The xi Coupe for incorporates the styling and
performance that evolved from BMW's redesign along with the latest generation xDrive system.
The all-wheel-drive xi Coupe features a 3. With this exceptional acceleration comes the handling
that established BMW's "ultimate driving machine" slogan. The xi Coupe includes as standard
safety equipment antilock disc brakes, dynamic brake control, stability control which
incorporates disc-pad wiping of brake rotors when windshield wipers are in use , run-flat tires,
front-seat side airbags, and full-length side curtain airbags. The xi Coupe is designed for four
passengers, with two rear seats divided by a center console. Reviewers are unanimously
negative regarding BMW's iDrive electronic control system, so they consider the fact that the
system is optional on the 3 Series a plus - you aren't forced to endure it. For its class, the xi
Coupe is still the "ultimate driving machine," come fair or foul weather. Reviews 6. The i Se To
provide more power, BMW straps on intercooled twin turbochargers with direct fuel injection.
The result is fervent praise for the 's smooth hp and pound-feet of torque - without turbo lag. A
six-speed manual transmission is standard, or you can opt for an optional six-speed Steptronic
automatic that includes normal, sport, and manual shift modes. BMW conservatively gives a
time of 5. With this hot acceleration comes the handling that established BMW's "ultimate
driving machine" slogan. Yet, "Bimmer" fans will tell you that it's the 3 Series' compact size
that's the key to its handling prowess. Reviewers are so unanimously negative regarding BMW's
iDrive electronic control system that they consider the fact the system is optional on the
3-Series a plus - you aren't forced to endure it. The i Co The rear-wheel-drive i features the 's 3.
But to provide more power, BMW strapped on intercooled twin turbochargers with direct fuel
injection. The result is fervent reviewer praise for its smooth hp and pound-feet of torque without turbo lag. A six-speed manual transmission is standard, or you can select an optional
six-speed Steptronic automatic that includes normal, sport, and manual shift modes. Edmunds,
however, did it in 4. The front seats continue BMW's tradition of providing excellent support and
comfort. Reviews 7. The BMW 3-Series has long ruled the luxury sports sedan class with its
nearly unbeatable blend of smooth high-performance power, supple handling, and comfortable
interiors. The xi Se The xi Sedan for incorporates styling and performance evolved from BMW's
redesign along with the latest version of the xDrive system. BMW also strapped on intercooled
twin turbochargers with direct fuel injection. The resulting engine has earned fervent praise for
its smooth hp and pound-feet of torque - without turbo lag. A six-speed manual transmission is
standard, with an optional six-speed Steptronic automatic that includes normal, sport, and
manual shift modes. With robust acceleration comes the handling that helped establish BMW's
"ultimate driving machine" slogan. It is integrated with the Dynamic Stability-Control system,
which adjusts lateral traction to counter oversteer and understeer. The 3-Series won the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety's highest possible rating in both frontal offset and side
impact tests. The xi includes as standard safety equipment antilock disc brakes - which set
another industry standard - and dynamic brake control, which wipes brake rotors dry when
windshield wipers are in use. Stability control, run-flat tires, front-seat side airbags, and
full-length side curtain airbags are also standard. The main sedan interior criticisms center on a
lack of space, both in the front and especially the back seat, which suits two rather than three
passengers. Yet "Bimmer" fans will tell you that the 3-Series' compact size is the key to their
handling prowess. The xi C The all-wheel-drive xi features the 's 3. To achieve more power,
BMW strapped on intercooled twin turbochargers with direct fuel injection. The result is fervent
praise for a smooth hp and pound-feet of torque - without turbo lag. With its impressive
acceleration comes the handling that established BMW's "ultimate driving machine" slogan.
Reviews 5. Body Style Convertible. The BMW 3-Series has long ruled the luxury sports class
with its near unbeatable blend of smooth high-performance power, supple handling, and
comfortable interiors. The i hardtop con The i hardtop convertible is a new trim for BMW. The
rear-wheel-drive i Convertible features a 3. With aggressive acceleration comes the handling

that helped establish BMW's "ultimate driving machine" slogan. Reviewers report it flex-free
and say it still handles like a BMW. The hardtop folds back into the trunk in 22 seconds and
launches out and up in 23 seconds. Trunk space drops from the Coupe's However, the rear
seatbacks fold down to provide a flat-bottomed cargo area, and the car has an optional trunk
pass-through. The i Convertible includes as standard safety equipment antilock disc brakes which set another industry standard - and dynamic brake control, which wipes brake rotors dry
when windshield wipers are in use. Stability control, run-flat tires, front-seat side airbags, and a
rollover protection system that includes pop-up rollover bars are also standard. The i
Convertible is designed for four passengers, with the rear seat divided by a center console. The
optional Sport Package provides powered adjustable sports seats. Reviewers are unanimously
negative regarding BMW's iDrive electronic control system, so they consider the fact that the
system is optional on the 3-Series a plus - you aren't forced to endure it. Despite this one
optional flaw, for its class, the i Convertible is still the "ultimate driving machine. The i hardtop
The i hardtop convertible is a new model for BMW. But to provide more power, BMW straps on
intercooled twin turbochargers with direct fuel injection, resulting in fervent reviewer praise for
the 's smooth hp and pound-feet of torque - without turbo lag. A six-speed manual transmission
is standard, with an optional six-speed Steptronic automatic including normal, sport, and
manual shift modes. Reviewers report it flex-free and still handling like a BMW. Trunk space
drops from The i includes as standard safety equipment antilock disc brakes, dynamic brake
control, stability control which incorporates disc-pad wiping of brake rotors when windshield
wipers are in use , run-flat tires, front-seat side airbags, and a rollover protection system
including pop-up rollover bars. The i Convertible is designed for four passengers, with two rear
seats divided by a center console. However, reviewers are so unanimously negative regarding
BMW's iDrive electronic control system that they consider the fact the system is optional on the
3-Series a plus - you aren't forced to endure it. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars
for Sale. Select Year Manual adjustments: 8. Axle ratio: 3. Exterior mirrors: power , heated.
Manual Adjustments: 8. Type: bench. Phone: pre-wired for phone. Manual adjustments: 6.
Manual Adjustments: 6. Type: bucket. Power adjustments: 8. Exterior mirrors: power , reverse
gear tilt , heated. Grille color: chrome. Customer reviews. Write a review. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. This page works
best with JavaScript. Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still
see all customer reviews for the product. Top positive review. Reviewed in the United States on
May 15, Overall I like the car. I am sorry I bought the X. It is full time four wheel drive, which I do
not like. The speed sensitive variable steering does require getting used too, otherwise the car
will wonder back and forth between the lanes. Get use to it and the car will drive itself more than
your driving it. It is quick running in just under 6 Sec. That is faster than some of the mussel
cars of the 60's and 70's. It will hold 80 to 90 MPH all day with no complaints. It is a luxurious
car, but they took out the leather seats. The seats are reasonably comfortable, but not like my or
older which BMW has never matched since The heated seats are great in the cold weather.
Whenever your back is bothering you, just go and sit in the car and turn on the heated seat on. I
do not like the run flat tires. They are hard riding and more expensive to replace. The one thing I
truely hate, more than anything else with this car, is that there is no way to physically check the
fluids. It is all done through the dash board with a moment in time reading. Each segment has a
3 to 10 minute delay before showing the current reading. The car has to be driven during that
time giving it a chance to warm up and circulate the oils. If you shut off the car it will not
remember you asked and you have to remember to start all over again next time you drive. The
car handles well. The brakes are firm and balanced for a sport sedan. Overall I like the car, but it
is no longer the worlds best driving machine. It is a nice car, but in my opinion, its down fall will
continue to be increased limited access to technologies for maintenance and repairs. Find a
good German car repair shop and the repairs will be a lot more reasonable. To be fair this is
about the car and not BMW. Top critical review. Reviewed in the United States on June 1, This
car has good power and is very good in snow and low traction situations. I've had expensive
electrical problems and accessory drive belt problems. If the battery goes dead, you can't get
the transmission out of "park". This happened to me in a work zone, and I couldn't get out of
"park" to push it out of the way. The dealer says there is no bypass for this. The automatic
transmission is sometimes jerky. The seats are very good - especially on long trips no back
aches. Gas mileage is decent mid's. Sort by. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Filter by. All
reviewers Verified purchase only All reviewers. All stars 5 star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star
only 1 star only All positive All critical All stars. Text, image, video Image and video reviews
only Text, image, video. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
From the United States. Showing 0 comments. There was a problem loading comments right

now. The 08 xi is quite a phenomenal car. The N52 motor is a reliable and wonderful engine as
long as you take care of it properly. The car handles like a dream and has enough power to feel
good doing it. After 3 years of ownership and over 40k miles driven by myself, I have had no
issues, just routine maintenance. I bought the car with 70k on it and it currently has k with no
signs of slowing down. I really love this car. I own 20 cars and this quickly became my absolute
favorite. Of course there is the dark side of owning a BMW is that they tend to be expensive, but
like anything else, if you do proper maintenance it will last you a long time and not be as
expensive. And don't be afraid to take it to a normal shop that is less than a BMW dealer since
many of these cars have General Motors parts in them! Anyways I love how I feel driving this
car and I get a lot of compliments in it as well as jealous comments, lol. But I'm happy with it
and am glad that I purchased this car. Was a nice car, put K miles on it, and drove better than
newer different brand cars even when it had 5 or more years on it in comparison. Turns heads
and is incredibly reliable through 7 years of ownership. By W B on February 22, Images in this
review. My e92 coupe is an absolute dream to drive, love it. There is no way to explain it, this car
is beyond unbelievable. Sporty plus luxury. Once you drive a BMW you'll never want anything
else. Some of which are claimed unfixible Many many problems. Some of which are claimed
unfixible by the dealer. One person found this helpful. Get fast answers from reviewers. Please
make sure that you are posting in the form
93 f150 starter
mazda rx8 engine parts
2006 jeep grand cherokee owners manual
of a question. Please enter a question. Need customer service? Click here. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

